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Protein assemblies are critical for cellular function and
understanding their physical organization is the key aim of
structural biology. However, applying conventional struc-
tural biology approaches is challenging for transient, dy-
namic, or polydisperse assemblies. There is therefore a
growing demand for hybrid technologies that are able to
complement classical structural biology methods and
thereby broaden our arsenal for the study of these impor-
tant complexes. Exciting new developments in the field of
mass spectrometry and proteomics have added a new
dimension to the study of protein-protein interactions and
protein complex architecture. In this review, we focus on
how complementary mass spectrometry-based tech-
niques can greatly facilitate structural understanding of
protein assemblies. Molecular & Cellular Proteomics
11: 10.1074/mcp.R111.014027, 1–13, 2012.

Mass Spectrometry of Intact Assemblies—MS is an analyt-
ical technique that allows the measurement of the mass-to-
charge (m/z) ratio of ions. In its simplest form, it comprises a
source to produce ions, an analyzer to separate the various
ions according to their m/z ratio, and a detector to count the
ions emerging from the analyzer. This simple technique has
over the last decades become the foundation for the study of
proteins and their modifications. As such biological MS has
evolved from being a purely auxiliary technique, used for the
analysis of single peptide fragments for protein identification,
to a major driving force in large scale proteomics and modern
systems biology (1–4).

In parallel with these developments, MS is also emerging as
a powerful approach for determining protein-protein interac-
tions, subunit composition (2, 5–9), and architectural organi-
zation of intact protein complexes (5, 10–13). Protein-protein
interactions have traditionally been investigated by affinity

purification coupled with MS (AP-MS).1 AP-MS uses affinity
tags to the proteins of interest or antibodies against to pull
down the protein of interest and associated interactors, which
are then analyzed and identified by proteomics-based MS (2,
5, 14). Using AP-MS, it is therefore possible to investigate the
connectivity within a complex or even establish whole protein
interaction networks.

By contrast, MS of intact assemblies usually focuses on a
single protein complex or at least a relatively well defined
assembly. However, for large heterogeneous complexes, MS
of intact complexes is then capable of elucidating not only
connectivity and mass but to also provide key information on
absolute subunit stoichiometry, heterogeneity, and dynamical
changes. The discovery in the early 1990s that noncovalent
interactions could be maintained intact in the gas phase by
the use of ESI (15) and the introduction of specialized instru-
mentation (16) and reliable protocols (17) enabled the use of
MS in the study of intact complexes. These advancements
paved the way to an area of research known as native MS or
MS of intact protein assemblies (for general reviews, see Refs.
10, 11, 13, and 18).

The initial challenges in the analysis of macromolecular
protein complexes by MS involved finding conditions for
maintaining interactions. The protein complex, made up of
multiple protein subunits and kept together by weak, nonco-
valent interactions, must survive the desolvation and ioniza-
tion processes. Following these steps, the complex must
be transferred intact into the gas phase. Finally, it has to pass
through the instrument without dissociation and impinge upon
the detector with sufficient impact for detection. Additionally,
controlled dissociation is often required to elucidate fully the
overall composition of the intact complex.

Many of these initial challenges have now been overcome.
Briefly, gentle ionization takes place at atmospheric pressure,
typically via nanoflow electrospray from buffered aqueous
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solutions to preserve the noncovalent interactions of the in-
tact assembly (17). Ionized protein complexes, encapsulated
in small droplets, then experience a free jet expansion during
their traversal to the rough vacuum of the instrument. Here,
optimization of instrument conditions, namely pressure and
accelerating voltages, is required to transfer the protein
complex of interest intact into the gas phase. This allows for
its traversal through the instrument without dissociation.
Because of their high impact, very large ions can reach
kinetic energies of tens to hundreds of electron volts and
consequently become defocused (19). Moreover, because
of their very high kinetic energies, these ions cannot be
focused by typical ion optics. The passage of protein com-
plexes through the mass spectrometer therefore requires
higher pressures in the instrument than one would normally
use, in a process known as collisional cooling or focusing
(20, 21). This results in collisions between large ions and
small neutral gas molecules that now convert some of the
kinetic energy into internal energy and help to focus the ion
beam (19).

Having maintained all the interactions within the complex,
an initial spectrum of the intact assembly is then recorded.
This provides information on the overall subunit stoichiometry
and homogeneity. Controlled activation and dissociation of
the intact complex is then carried out. This permits interroga-
tion of subcomplexes and protein-protein interactions, either
through gas phase dissociation or solution-based disruption.
Numerous techniques for controlled gas phase dissociation of
protein complexes have been developed (22, 23). In collision-
induced dissociation, the most commonly applied, dissocia-
tion is achieved by subjecting the protein complex to colli-
sions with an inert gas within a collision cell. The exact
mechanism of dissociation is the subject of much ongoing
research (24–27) and is only discussed briefly here. From the
study of a large variety of protein complexes, a predominant
dissociation pathway has started to emerge, although excep-
tions have also been found. An increase in internal energy
caused by collision events enables local unfolding, which
increases the surface area. Mobile charges redistribute to this
area to minimize coulombic repulsion, thus destabilizing fur-
ther the regions close to the unfolded section. This leads to
further disruption of tertiary and secondary structure until the
subunit is essentially unfolded. The complex then dissociates
in a sequential fashion by the expulsion of successive mono-
mers, yielding a highly charged monomer and a relatively
lowly charged “stripped” oligomer. Consequently, the overall
charge of the parent ion of the complex limits the extent of
asymmetric dissociation that can occur. Moreover, because
mass is intrinsically coupled to the charge of the complex (28),
this effectively limits the number of successive dissociation
events. Consequently the amount of information that can be
gained by gas phase dissociation alone is limited by the
maximum charge that can be acquired on the surface of an
intact complex.

Solution-based techniques take advantage of the sensitivity
of subunit interfaces to changes in ionic strength, hydropho-
bicity, and pH (29). This parameter is often difficult to predict,
and as a consequence optimal solution conditions, which
effect subcomplex formation without precipitation, are usually
found by trial and error. Once generated, these subcomplexes
can be transferred intact into the mass spectrometer. Be-
cause these subcomplexes are not generated by gas phase
dissociation, they will carry more charge than their collision-
induced dissociation-derived siblings, allowing us to establish
their composition by collision-induced dissociation. Subse-
quently if gas phase and solution-based information is com-
bined, a complete picture of protein-protein interactions
within a protein complex can be attained (29–32).

Because of its ability to provide key information on a wide
range of intact high molecular mass complexes, including
those complicated by polydispersity and dynamics (33), this
approach is being applied increasingly in many areas of struc-
tural biology. Recently this has included complexes as large
as intact viruses (34), as challenging as membrane bound
assemblies (35, 36), and as complex as the eukaryotic trans-
lation factor Elf3 (31), clamp loader (37), ribosome (38, 39),
exosome (29) spliceosome (40), RNA polymerase III (41), the
anaphase-promoting complex (42), and the proteasome (43).

Although arguably a very powerful technique, MS of intact
assemblies alone is often challenged when it comes to iden-
tifying component subunits unambiguously. This becomes
increasingly apparent for complexes isolated directly from
cells, without overexpression. Here often chaperones or other
transient co-factors that are involved in their assembly or
regulation are present. The main requirement for discounting
many possible subunit combinations is a highly accurate
mass measurement of the intact species such that unique
assignments can be made for the subunit stoichiometry (44).
Because conditions in the mass spectrometer need to be
sufficiently gentle to maintain subunit interactions, buffer, wa-
ter molecules, lipids, etc., remain trapped in subunit inter-
faces, in some cases introducing uncertainty in the mass
measurement.

In its classic implementation, the MS of intact assemblies is
also not able to define the three-dimensional packing of sub-
units within a protein complex. More recently, however, it has
been demonstrated that ion mobility, a technique originally
developed for the separation of small molecules, can also be
applied to protein complexes (45, 46). This can help to dis-
tinguish various packing arrangements of subunits including
ring-shaped or collapsed (47), linear, or close packed (48), or
changes caused by the binding of substrate (49). This infor-
mation can delineate various possibilities and is particularly
powerful when used in combination with electron microscopy.

With these limitations in mind, MS of intact assemblies is
increasingly being combined with other approaches to gen-
erate comprehensive lists of interactors, as well as three-
dimensional models of their architecture (5). In this review, we
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focus on the benefits that stem from integrating the MS of
intact complexes with proteomics, cross-linking, and ion mo-
bility MS. Specifically, we highlight how their integration com-
pliments our understanding of the composition, architecture,
and dynamics of heterogeneous protein assemblies.

The Synergy between MS of Intact Assemblies and Pro-
teomics—MS-based proteomics is a vast and highly produc-
tive field that makes seminal contributions to all fields of
biology. As such, it is one of the main drivers of modern
systems-based biology. Recent advances and challenges ex-
ceed the scope of this article and are reviewed elsewhere
(2–4, 14). Here we focus on the interface between MS of intact
assemblies and other MS-based methods for the analysis of
protein complexes (5, 50).

The first of these integrative studies presented here applied
the MS of intact complexes (31) with proteomics (51) to the
eukaryotic initiation factor (eIF) 3. This 800-kDa complex is
involved in the initiation of protein synthesis through its inter-
action with the ribosome (52). After a comprehensive pro-
teomics study of this complex (51), MS of intact complexes
was used to assess their integration into the intact particle.
Each subunit in this 13-subunit complex was found to be
present as a single copy. A subunit interaction map was
generated by manipulating the ionic strength of the complex-
containing solution. This generated 27 subcomplexes ena-
bling the subunit interactions of the intact eIF3 to be estab-
lished with high confidence. To assign subcomplexes and to
generate an interaction network, masses of subunits together
with their stoichiometry were submitted to SUMMIT (44), an
iterative search algorithm that computes all permutations of a
given set of input proteins that sum to the target mass. The
subunits are then joined by the shortest network pathway that
connects all subunits with their interaction partners. In this
way, the 27 eIF3 subcomplexes could be assigned, and the
final model was not only consistent with previous studies on
the core complex (53) but also revealed the modular assembly
of additional complexes and their association with the core.

This “top-down” MS of intact assemblies was combined
with a “bottom-up” proteomics strategy, in which the eIF3
was digested with trypsin and phosphopeptides were en-
riched prior to LC-MS. Here 29 phosphorylation sites were
identified and assigned to specific residues within the eIF3
subunits (51). Considering the subunit interaction model from
the MS of intact assemblies approach in the light of the
proteomics analysis of eIF3 allowed mapping of phosphory-
lation events to subunit interfaces. Combining both data sets
provided knowledge of the subunit interfaces that could be
controlled by phosphorylation. Interestingly, all of the phos-
phorylation sites were located on subunits within the “core” of
the complex, implying that these subunits respond to signal-
ing events that promote assembly/disassembly reactions of
the eIF3 core.

A major challenge when studying large protein assemblies
arises from assigning masses to unique subunit stoichiome-

tries (44). MS of intact complexes is optimal if all of the
possible subunits are known, as in the case of a controlled in
vitro environment. However, the real biological challenge lies
in elucidating the architecture of protein assemblies in their
native environment, where additional transient interactors
may be present at substoichiometric levels. The problem is
further aggravated, if many of the possible interacting sub-
units have similar masses, as is commonly the case for large
protein complexes.

These ambiguities came to the fore in a recent MS study of
the proteasome, a 2.5-MDa macromolecular machine respon-
sible for protein degradation in cells (54). The intact 26 S
proteasome is known to consist of at least 33 different ca-
nonical subunits in yeast contained within two modules: a
highly conserved 20 S core particle containing a central cat-
alytic cavity and two 19 S regulatory particles, together with
many associated proteins (55). Cryo-electron microscopy
(cryo-EM) images have vastly expanded our understanding of
the intact 26 S proteasome (56–58, 122). An atomic structure
of the full 26 S, however, has yet to be reported, presumably
because of its heterogeneity and inherent dynamics. Recent
studies have shed light on the assembly process of the 19 S
regulatory particle (55, 59, 60) highlighting the role of chaper-
ones in its formation.

To investigate the interaction of these chaperones with the
different subunits of the 19 S, a hybrid approach was em-
ployed. MS of intact assemblies was used in combination with
quantitative proteomics to probe the composition of the intact
proteasome and its assembly intermediates (43). The idea
behind this study was to improve the subunit assignments of
the various intermediates, as well as to exemplify a more
general method in which complexes could be defined from
heterogeneous environments.

The procedure adopted is summarized briefly here. Follow-
ing affinity purification of proteasomes, the various assembly
intermediates were separated by a sucrose gradient to reduce
complexity and to render the complex-containing solution
amenable to interrogation by MS. A label-free proteomics
approach was then used (56) to identify all proteins present
within a particular fraction. This knowledge was subsequently
used as an input to assign the stoichiometry of subunits within
intact subcomplexes detected by MS of intact protein assem-
blies (Fig. 1). The results of the proteomics suggested the
presence of Ubp6 within an intact base precursor and its role
in the assembly of the base and the lid. Only by using this
hybrid approach was it possible to solve the stoichiometry of
an intact base precursor and assign its stoichiometry unam-
biguously. Following up on these indications with “classical”
genetic and biochemical experiments, the authors could con-
clude that Ubp6 assists in the assembly of the regulatory
particle and its incorporation into the intact proteasome via its
catalytic activity in vivo and in vitro.

This study therefore highlights not only the combination of
quantitative proteomics with MS of intact complexes but also
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its integration with established biochemical or molecular bi-
ology methods. In combination, these approaches can pro-
vide detailed insights into the assembly pathway of the pro-
teasome and enable real advances of our understanding of an
important molecular machine. In summary, combining quan-
titative proteomics with MS of intact complexes seems like a
truly functional relationship; the reference library created by
quantitative proteomics enables all potential candidates of a
proteasomal assembly to be considered and consequently to
anchor the various protein components within a functional
module observed by the MS of intact assemblies.

Protein Complexes and Protein-Protein Interaction Net-
works—As discussed, MS of intact assemblies concentrates
on the elucidation of the architectural map of a defined protein
assembly. Other MS technologies are able to take a much
broader view. In particular, AP-MS has established itself as a
versatile player in modern systems biology and is nowadays
probably the method of choice when looking at protein-pro-
tein interactions on a global scale (for selected reviews, see
Refs. 2 and 5–9).

Ground-breaking studies pioneered global views of protein
interaction networks (61–63), whereas very recently more
than 3000 affinity purifications using different antibodies were
used to define the human coregulator complexome (64). Con-
temporary large scale studies are designed often to address
specific questions, such as the basic principles of proteome
organization (65). Other focused studies have probed the

dynamics of a ubiquitin ligase network (66) or provided a
global view of protein kinases and phosphatases (67).

Many workflows have been established (7, 8, 68) based on
the successful Tandem affinity purification (TAP) tag approach
(69). Recent protocols allow relatively high throughput analy-
sis of human and mammalian cell lines (64, 70, 71). Nowadays
efforts often concentrate on getting high quality data sets (72)
and quantitative information (73–75). However, when using
AP-MS to study biologically relevant protein assemblies, ad-
ditional biochemical fractionation or other purification tech-
niques are usually required (5).

Combining the isolation of a complex with some quantifi-
cation is a requirement to gain information on the stoichiom-
etry of a given complex. If all the components of a complex
are known, then synthetic peptides can be used for quantifi-
cation (52, 76, 77) (for different strategies, see, for example,
Ref. 5). However, quantitative interaction proteomics usually
requires identifying, synthesizing, and validating isotope-la-
beled proteotypic peptides, which can be highly cost-inten-
sive. Here, label-free approaches can pose attractive alterna-
tives (78). Quantification also helps with a classical problem of
AP-MS: that of distinguishing true interactors from the back-
ground. This shortcoming can either lead to a high rate of
false positives or, if too stringent purification protocols are
employed, a loss of weak and/or transient interactors. Quan-
titative interaction proteomics has been shown to discriminate
efficiently between specific interactors and mere background

FIG. 1. Hybrid approach combining
MS of intact assemblies with quanti-
tative proteomics used for the struc-
tural characterization of intermedi-
ates en route to the assembly of the
proteasome. Here the proteasome is
used as an example, although the ap-
proach is generic. Different aliquots of
the same complex-containing purifica-
tion are assessed by MS of intact com-
plexes and quantitative proteomics.
These data, in combination with informa-
tion gained from in solution disruption
experiments, are then used to generate a
subunit interactome map. Information
from the proteomics experiment is also
used to aid the assignment of the spec-
tra of intact complexes. Additional bio-
chemical and molecular biology exper-
iments can add functional information.
The combined data shed light on the
assembly pathway of the proteasome.
This figure is reproduced from Ref. 43
with permission.
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without the drawback of requiring too stringent a purification
procedure (74, 79, 80).

Two examples illustrate the power of quantitative interac-
tion proteomics. One study combined AP-MS with multiplex
absolute quantification technology in an elegant approach
that served to elucidate the stoichiometry and architecture of
the cullin-RING ubiquitin ligase network (66). Classic AP-MS
provided the authors with a systematic proteomic analysis of
the cullin-RING ubiquitin ligase network at steady state. The
authors subsequently developed a multiplex absolute quan-
tification platform with a library of 38 tryptic peptides, con-
sisting of peptides that had been previously observed by
LC-MS/MS for each of the cullins. These 38 peptides pro-
vided sufficient sequence coverage to generate a quantitative
picture of cullin-RING ubiquitin ligase architecture upon
deneddylation and to determine the occupancy of individual
subunits within the network.

Other improvements toward a robust and affordable quan-
titative interactions workflow include an additional peptide,
known as SH-quant. This is integrated into the affinity tag and
is released upon tryptic digestion, and subsequently used for
quantification (73). Isotope-labeled SH-quant peptides are
added to calculate the amount of bait protein and to provide
a correction factor for potential losses during sample han-
dling. The attraction of this approach lies in the fact that once
a protein has been used as a bait and its absolute quantity
determined, its proteotypic peptides can serve as a calibra-
tion curve. The protein can then be quantified in any other
affinity purification study by a process the authors term “cor-
relational quantification.” Such an approach is extremely
powerful when one major protein complex is studied with
multiple pulldowns. The authors tested their correlational
quantification approach by investigating the human protein
phosphatase 2A (PP2A) interaction network (Fig. 2). Using this
method, the interaction stoichiometries and complex compo-
sition of PP2A under different growth conditions were inves-
tigated. Very subtle changes in protein-protein interactions
could be detected. For example, it was possible to detect that
the regulatory subunit of PP2A not only interact with its cat-
alytic counterpart, but also, in less than 2% of all cases, with
the catalytic subunit of the protein phosphatase 4.

Quantitative interaction proteomics at first glance would
appear to be a congenial partner for the MS of intact assem-
blies. Both are able to assess stoichiometries of protein com-
plexes. However, to date this combination has not been real-
ized. One problem lies in the different concentrations that are
needed. For the MS of intact complexes, 1–2 �l of submicro-
molar concentration solutions are in theory required. Handling
such low quantities without significant losses, however, be-
comes problematic, often necessitating larger quantities of
protein complexes. Lower quantities of protein are typically
required for AP-MS. However, in combination quantitative
interaction proteomics could enable placing the architectural
map of an intact protein assembly into a wider context.

Merging MS of Intact Assemblies with X-linking—Cross-
linking as a technique, where two or more reactive groups are
linked covalently, has been a well established biochemical
technique for many years (81). Moreover, coupling cross-
linking with mass spectrometry (CXMS) has been demon-
strated as a working concept for more than a decade (82). In
the standard workflow, the protein complex is cross-linked
and then enzymatically digested. This is usually followed by
an enrichment step to improve the yield of cross-linked pep-
tides. After MS analysis, the data need to be analyzed to
identify cross-linked peptides. This final step is one of the
biggest bottlenecks in modern CXMS.

In the course of this last decade, multiple improvement
steps to this protocol have been introduced (83), and signifi-
cant advances have been made in this field (see recent re-
views in Refs. 84–90). This progress is set to build on ever
more powerful mass spectrometers with increased sensitivity,
mass resolution, and accuracy. Today it is possible to study
multiprotein complexes that are difficult to study with conven-
tional structural techniques. For example, CXMS was used to
map two coiled-coil domain-containing complexes, which of-
ten pose problems for crystallography (91). Insights gained
from this CXMS study helped with the construction of a re-
combinant “bonsai” crystallized version of a kinetochore
complex, the 176-kDa, four-protein Ndc80 complex (92).
Other very large protein complexes such as the GroEL-GroES
system (93) or the RNA polymerase I (94) have already been
successfully probed by CXMS. In this last benchmark study,
the 15-subunit, 670-kDa complex of Pol II in complex with the
initiation factor TFIIF was examined. The interaction contacts
were identified at the level of individual peptides, clearly es-
tablishing CXMS as a highly valuable tool for studying multi-
protein assemblies (94).

Despite these remarkable achievements, the number of
possible cross-links invariably exceeds the number of exper-
imentally observed cross-links by at least one order of mag-
nitude (84). Moreover, despite ongoing efforts to improve the
bioinformatics (91, 95–100), the complexity of processing and
interpreting cross-linked data sets remains the critical point of
the CMXS approach. For further reading and also for in-depth
discussion on the related problem of how to evaluate the
confidence of a cross-link and how to reduce the number of
false positives, see recent reviews in Refs. 84, 89, and 101.
Briefly, a database of possible cross-links has to consider
every residue that is capable of being cross-linked in the
actual experiment and then calculate all possible pair-wise
combinations. This leads to (n2 � n)/2 possible cross-links for
n peptides. This problem makes it very difficult to search a
potential cross-link against a large unbiased database, be-
cause the risk of a random match increases, and computation
becomes very expensive (84, 101). One strategy is to use
cross-linkers that contain labile bonds that fragment during
MS analysis to yield reporter ions. This has two advantages.
On the one hand a reporter ion is released facilitating the
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identification of spectra containing cross-linked peptides. On
the other hand, the released peptides, which were formerly
cross-linked, fragment independently of each other and can be
searched and identified using standard database search algo-
rithms (102). Using such a strategy, it was possible to map
protein interactions in Escherichia coli and to measure struc-
tures and topologies of proteins and complexes in vivo (103).

A powerful solution to the identification of cross-linked
peptides is xQuest, a software suite originally developed in
the Aebersold group (95). Here, isotopically labeled cross-

linkers are used to guide the search for cross-linked pep-
tides by their characteristic isotopic shift in their MS1 pre-
cursor ion spectra before they are subjected to separate
MS2 sequencing. By comparison of the two MS2 spectra,
common pre-cross-link and post-cross-link fragment ions
can be identified. The power of this approach lies in the fact
that it allows the combination of a low-stringency search for
candidate peptides using those common ions followed by
stringent spectrum matching using the full reconstructed
MS2 spectrum against the compacted library of identified

FIG. 2. Quantitative interaction proteomics. A, quantitative representation of a PP2A protein interaction network. The thickness and color
of the edges corresponds to the amount of prey protein normalized to the amount of the respective bait protein. Each arrow represents an
average of two purifications. PPP2CA and PPP2CB cannot be distinguished in the quantification calculations because they have 97.7%
identical amino acid sequence. B, average abundance of proteins interacting with PPP2R1A from two purifications normalized to the
abundance of the bait in untreated cells or those treated for 3 h with 100 nM okadaic acid. C, abundance of canonical PPP2C-PPP2R1A/
PPP2R2A complexes compared with hybrid PPP4C-PPP2R1A/PPP2R2A complexes. The estimation relied on the stoichiometry data from the
PPP2R1A and PPP2R2A purifications. This figure is reproduced from Ref. 73 with permission.
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candidates. With this software, it was possible to identify
cross-linked peptides in bacterial whole cell lysates using
an unrestricted database search (95).

In cases where the identity of potential interactors is limited,
and in principle known, as it is for many protein complexes,
this problem is simplified. Only those proteins present in the
complex need to be considered (101). This was the case in a
recent study where the MS of intact assemblies was com-
bined with CXMS to study the architecture and dynamics of a
major signaling complex (104) (Fig. 3). Here, MS of the intact
AKAP79 assemblies, expressed recombinantly, established
the dimerization of AKAP79. It was also possible to dem-
onstrate that one AKAP79 molecule binds to two fragments
of its regulatory subunits. Using a CMXS strategy that em-
ploys the lysine linker disuccinimidylsuberate, dimeric
AKAP79 cross-linking sites were identified with xQuest after
selecting for homodimeric peptides. This procedure was
used to verify the dimerization properties of AKAP79 iden-
tified in the MS of the intact complex. The detection of
symmetrical cross-linked pairs by CXMS suggested that the
AKAP79 dimer is aligned in parallel. Additional validation
was carried out using in silico digestion of AKAP79 and
consideration of all possible cross-linked peptides within a
certain threshold. This confirmed the cross-linked peptides

indentified by xQuest and provided further evidence for this
unexpected dimerization of AKAP79. With the stoichiometry
of this subcomplex firmly established, it was possible to
assign the quaternary structure to the mass determined for
the intact AKAP79 signaling complex. This study serves to
highlight how combining MS of intact assemblies with
CXMS not only adds an internal validation to protein-protein
interactions at the subunit level but also helps to integrate
the precise location of an interaction within the landscape of
a multiprotein assembly.

Both CXMS and MS of intact complexes are on many levels
complementary. It is easy to see how a combined use would
be mutually beneficial. Both techniques are able to identify
protein-protein interaction partners with high fidelity, one at
peptide resolution (CXMS), whereas the other is able to solve
the absolute stoichiometry of the intact complex (MS of intact
assemblies). Moreover, both techniques can be applied to
heterogeneous environments, caused by multiple conforma-
tions, additional protein impurities, or polydispersity of the
complex itself. Even more importantly, both methods are able
to provide data on large protein assemblies in their native and
quaternary structure. This is immediately apparent for CXMS,
where the cross-linking event takes place in solution itself
(84). For MS of intact assemblies, it is also now well estab-

FIG. 3. Combining MS of protein assemblies with CXMS. A, mass spectrometry of intact complexes reveals the stoichiometry of the intact
AKAP complex: 2 � [AKAP79 � PP2B (A�B) � 2RII D/D � CaM] and demonstrates the dimerization of AKAP 79. B and C, confirmation of
the AKAP dimer by chemical cross-linking and MS also suggests that the dimer is aligned in parallel. D, a proposed model for the architecture
and dynamics of the core AKAP79 signaling complex, in conditions of both high and low [Ca2�]. The second AKAP79 monomer and associated
proteins are in the background. These figures are reproduced from Ref. 104 with permission.
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lished that aspects of the native conformation are retained in
the gas phase (11, 105), allowing the stoichiometry of protein
subunits within intact assemblies to be defined. In the next
section, we consider how this can be extended to include
topological information.

Combining Topological Information with EM—Traditionally,
ion mobility has been applied to elucidate shape and confor-
mation of small molecules and single proteins (106). Over the
course of the last few years ion mobility (IM)-MS has been
successfully applied to the study of macromolecular assem-
blies (for recent reviews, see Refs. 45 and 46). In a landmark
paper it was shown that the quaternary structure of a large
ring-shaped protein complex could be maintained in the gas
phase of a mass spectrometer (47). This study investigated
the 11-subunit TRAP (trpRNA-binding protein) and found that
different topologies of the complex were induced by the bind-
ing of tryptophan and the addition of a specific RNA molecule.
These different sized protein complexes were maintained in
the absence of bulk solvent and could be separated by IM-
MS. This study therefore established IM-MS as a tool with
which the shape and topology of intact protein assemblies
can be investigated.

In IM-MS, ions are separated not only according to their m/z
ratio but also by their ability to traverse a region of neutral gas,
where ions are separated under the influence of a weak elec-
tric field. Large ions will experience more collisions with the
inert gas molecules than small ones. They therefore need a
longer time period to drift through this region of the mass
spectrometer. The drift time that is measured for ions of the
same charge state is directly linked to an orientationally av-
eraged collision cross-section, thus providing information on
the overall shape of a protein or complex (107, 108). Experi-
mental collision cross-sections from ion mobility measure-
ments have been shown to be consistent with the crystal
structure of proteins (47, 109–111). This makes IM-MS an
attractive tool for probing the topology of complexes, partic-
ularly those for which there is only limited high resolution
structural information.

For the protein complex of interest, a number of potential
models are generated using molecular modeling. Candidate
structures are then filtered according to distance and connec-
tivity constraints imposed by IM-MS data (109). This approach
is particularly powerful when used in conjunction with other
structural information, for example an atomic structure of one
of the subunits. Used either as a stand-alone method or in
conjunction with other structural biology approaches, IM-MS is
beginning to generate model structures of large protein com-
plexes (31, 46, 48, 49, 110, 112, 113). An example of this hybrid
structural approach was a study where classical proteomics,
MS of intact complexes (31) and IM-MS were combined to
place subcomplexes within a low-resolution EM density map of
human eIF3 (114). Here, IM constrains were used as an input to
distinguish between linear and close packed trimers and con-
sequently to place these within EM density maps (31).

A recent study of recombinant anaphase-promoting com-
plex or cyclosome (APC/C) (42) also benefitted from combin-
ing MS with EM. This multisubunit protein complex is a key
regulator of the cell cycle (115). EM studies were able to
improve our understanding of the three-dimensional structure
of this important cellular machine (42, 116, 117). Because of
the absence of a structure at atomic resolution, however,
ambiguities in subunit localization remained. MS of intact
assemblies and subcomplexes was used to obtain a quanti-
tative estimate of the mass and subunit stoichiometry of a
recombinant subcomplex of the APC. Combining these data
with data derived from other sources, namely crystal struc-
tures on single subunits and dimeric complexes, enabled an
estimate of the exact subunit stoichiometry for almost all
components of the intact APC. Combining knowledge on
stoichiometry with molecular docking of crystallographic and
homology-derived subunits resulted in the generation of a
pseudoatomic model for 70% of the APC/C (42).

Other examples where mass spectrometry has been able to
complement EM include an interesting combination with
CXMS applied to the 26 S proteasome from Schizosaccharo-
myces pombe (58). This study combined spatial information
from cross-linking with a EM density map. This spatial infor-
mation arises because to be cross-linked, residues must be
within a certain distance of each other. This is determined by
the cross-linking agent and the flexibility of the linked amino
acid (84, 85, 101, 103). A cross-link between two known
residues therefore provides a valuable experimental con-

FIG. 4. Binding of tubulin inside the central cavity of bovine Tric
complex revealed by mass spectrometry. Comparison of nonde-
naturing MS spectra of intact bovine Tric complex before (upper
panel) and after (lower panel) ATP incubation and SEC purification
shows that the complex has one molecule of substrate bound. The
two series are measured as 947.5 (blue) and 997.7 kDa (orange),
respectively. Insets across the cryo-EM three-dimensional reconsti-
tution at 30A of the purified complex (blue) also show additional EM
density (yellow), in line with the MS data. These figures are repro-
duced from Ref. 118 with permission.
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straint for modeling. In particular a cross-link between Lys49 in
the coiled-coil region of Rpt3 and Lys281 of Rpn11 was used
to help clarify the spatial relationship between these subunits.
As such, it was possible to constrain the topology of the
AAA-ATPase module within the 19 S regulatory particle.

A further illustration of the power of CXMS and the MS of
intact complexes in combination with EM is shown in Fig. 4,
where these techniques were applied to study the binding of
tubulin by bovine Tric complex (118). Comparisons of nonde-
naturing MS spectra of intact bovine Tric complex before and
after ATP incubation were used to show that the Tric complex
is able to bind one molecule of substrate. Additional details of
this Tric-tubulin interaction were subsequently confirmed by

CXMS, again using the xQuest algorithm (95). This information
could be used to interpret densities in the cryo-EM three-
dimensional reconstitution of the purified complex and helped
to confirm substrate binding in the central cavity of the Tric
complex.

Combining Multiple MS Technologies to Derive Structural
Models—These examples demonstrate that modern MS-
based technologies, especially when used in conjunction with
modeling and EM, represent a powerful hybrid approach for
generating structural information. A potential work flow is
depicted in Fig. 5. After purification of the sample, involving
multiple biochemical and affinity purification steps, subunit
interaction maps can be generated following analysis by

FIG. 5. Combining multiple MS-based methods for the analysis of protein complexes. A, after purification of the complex/assembly,
usually by affinity purification in combination with one or more biochemical fractionation techniques, the sample is analyzed using the following
methods. B–H, quantitative proteomics (B) to assess the subunit content assists the process in C, the assignment of the absolute stoichiometry
of the intact complex and subcomplexes by MS of intact assemblies. Additional protein-protein interaction data are generated by AP-MS (D)
and CXMS (E). Combining the data will give a complete and validated map of the subunit interactome (F). Topological information from CXMS
and IM-MS (G) can be used to provide additional local and global restraints that can be used to together with the protein-protein interaction
data to guide molecular modeling of the complex (H).
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CXMS, quantitative AP-MS, and MS of intact complexes.
Each of these technologies has different strengths and weak-
nesses. AP-MS is able to detect subtle changes in interaction
partners and dynamics and is able to deal with lowly ex-
pressed complexes. MS of intact assemblies is able to assess
the absolute stoichiometry of the intact complex and multiple
subcomplexes. CXMS is capable of providing many interac-
tions for a single protein-protein interaction and at peptide
resolution. Combining the different data sets could generate
complete interaction maps for subsequent merging with top-
ological information from IM-MS and CXMS.

Because both cross-linking and ion mobility provide topo-
logical information, on local and global levels, respectively,
these restraints could be used in tandem with protein-protein
interaction data to generate three-dimensional models for
protein complexes. In summary, by integrating data from a
number of low resolution experimental MS-based methods, to
provide distance and interaction restraints, with homology
modeling, architectural or even pseudoatomic models can be
assembled (44, 109).

Outlook—There is growing interest in understanding the
so-called functional modules of the cell. These modules can
be either protein complexes or larger protein assemblies.
Because of their ability to fine tune their composition or post-
translational modification to respond to the cellular environ-
ment, these complexes are often heterogeneous and dynamic
in nature. Their study therefore requires a combination of
technologies that can not only deal with these dynamics and
heterogeneity but can also provide higher throughput than
conventional structural biology methods. A further advantage
of applying multiple methods comes from cross-validation of
results. This can decrease the number of false positive results
and consequently increase confidence in resulting data sets.
Consequently this helps fulfill the requirement for higher res-
olution and higher precision data sets (4).

A powerful combination is that of the MS of intact assem-
blies with proteomics, in which lists of all proteins present
during a particular isolation can be generated and combined
with knowledge of stoichiometry of the intact complex and its
subcomplexes (43). A strength of proteomics includes the
ability to identify and quantify all proteins present in an as-
sembly or complex (119). Proteomic methods, however, can-
not readily reveal the integration and stoichiometry of sub-
units within different subcomplexes. This latter capability is
the hallmark of the MS of intact complexes. Their marriage
therefore compliments the shortcomings in both approaches
with proteomics providing excellent definition of all proteins
present at a particular time and MS of intact complexes
yielding definitive knowledge of their integration and stoichi-
ometry within an assembly.

Over the course of the last few years, further contribution to
the MS platform has come to the fore with the emergence of
reliable CXMS (58, 83, 84, 91, 94, 104, 120, 121) and IM-MS
(45, 46). CXMS gives more precise information concerning the

interactions between subunits than MS of intact complexes
and consequently enables improved modeling and docking of
subunits. This is particularly powerful when atomic structures
are known of subunits and can enable construction of archi-
tectural models with atomic detail in some cases. The appli-
cation of IM-MS to the study of macromolecular assemblies
provides a means of generating additional information on the
overall topology of protein assemblies and their subcom-
plexes (47, 107). Together with knowledge of interactions
between subunits and the overall topology of subcomplexes
generated from larger assemblies, it is becoming possible to
generate architectural models that can be aligned within EM
density maps or other high resolution structures. Here, the
computational integration of the diverse data sets often lags
behind. However, designing and implementing novel compu-
tational suites that are able to generate high fidelity three-
dimensional models of large, heterogeneous protein com-
plexes by integrating data from these various MS based
sources remains a huge challenge.

Combining modern MS-based technologies with advanced
modeling holds great promise to fill the gap between high
resolution x-ray analysis of recombinant complexes and low
resolution EM structures. As such, it raises expectations for
the ultimate goal of high throughput, high resolution structural
biology.
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